Violin Collection in Hyden Library Valued At Over A Million Dollars

A million dollars' worth of the world's most valuable violins is on exhibition in the New Gallery of the Hyden Library. The collection includes three dozen musical instruments, among them the Cremona Cremona, at one place. These include Amati violins, violas, and cellos, and are among the world's most valuable violins. The exhibition, which will remain here through March 10, was brought here especially for MIT. Most of the instruments are from the collection of Emil Heilmann and Remington. There is also a collection of old concert programs and other old prints. There is also a collection of old concert programs and other old prints.
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Faculty Newsheet
Tech Talk Appears

The 24th of this month will mark the debut of a newsletter for the faculty and the administration of a technical newsletter, Tech Talk. The newsletter will be distributed for every two weeks by the New Service of MIT.

Mrs. Richards, who is in charge of publishing the newsletter, said, "The Institute is getting so big that the different sections are hard to touch with each other. We will send out 7000 copies at the prices, Tech Talk will let these people know what is going on in the Institute." A sample copy of the newsletter, written in an informal, chatty style, features the construction of the Karl Taylor Compton laboratory in its lead story.

bush leaguer

Betas, Fijis in Quarter-Finals

Phi Gamma Delta and Beta Theta Pi will clash tonight in a first round contest played Wednesday night to become the first team to reach the quarter-finals in the MIT intramural basketball playoffs. After barely squeaking past Westgate Monday in a 56-54 overtime contest, Phi Gama faced Sigma Phi Epsilon Wednesday, 62-57. John Twiss, president of the Class of '58, spearheaded the Fijis' drive with thirteen points. Wednesday saw new Beta Theta Pi continue undefeated in the playoffs, as they ran through Phi Delta Theta, 64-45. Warren Gouder continued to spark the Betas, who previously had knocked off Grad House A in their little league.

East Campus tapped Meteorology in a first round contest played Monday night, as Baker A was whipping Lamb 72-54, smoked a Philip Morris.

DIARY OF A COED

MONDAY: Prof Pomerantz sprung quiz in English lit this morning. If Shakespeare didn't write Canterbury Tales, I'm back in the steam laundry.... Lunch at the house—turkey hash. Question: how can we have turkey hash when we never had turkey?.... Smoked a good, natural Philip Morris after lunch. Yes, yes!.... Played bridge in the afternoon. When game was over, Mildred Gilbert stabbed me several times with hating. Must learn weak club bid.... Dinner at house—lamb hash. Question: how can we have lamb hash when we never had lamb?.... Smoked a Philip Morris after often facing the going easy—no filter, no filter!.... Chapter meeting at night. Motion made to abolish capital punishment for phlegms. Motion defeated.... Smoked some more Philip Morrises. Natural! Dreamy!.... And so to bed.

THURSDAY: Faculty tea. Splilled pot of oolong on Dean of Women. She very snappish. Offered her a Philip Morris. Still snappish. Offered skin graft. No help.... Dined at the Ken Kampus Kafe—14 hamburgers, 20 dessert. Have to wash waitress.... And so to bed.
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